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I.
«
INTRODUCTION- STATEiVlEKT OF THE PROBLEM
The principal object of the problem proposed in this
thesis, is the determination of the amplitude and speed of the
oscillations of the pendulum of a shaft governor, v/hen the load
on the engine is suddenly changed.
This problem has been treated analytically^ by Profes-
sor Stcdola and others. The ans,lytical solution, however,
presents m.any difficulties of application v/hich are avoided in
the graphical solution fol levying.

II.
KOOB'S GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNOR PROBLEI.j.
In the "ZeitBchrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure"
of Feb. 27. 1904, ProfosGor A. Koob, Instructor in the royal
technical hi^h school at Munich, published an article entitled,
"A Graphical Solution of the Governor Problem."
This analysis applies to all governors in which the
governing action is effected by means of centrifugal force.
In its application to the shaft governor, the special object
is to determine the amplitude and speed of the oscillations of
the governor mass v/hen the load on the engine is cha-ngcd. The
follov/ing is quoted from Koob's Analysis, with such m.odifica-
tions and omiissions as the nature of the governor investigated
required.
Equilibriuni Line- Astatic Line - Accelerati on Curve
.
In Fig. 1, denotes the shaft axis, S the center of
inertia of a ra,dially roving mass
,
andp the distance of S
from 0. and Sg are the extreme positions of S. All the
masses v/hich give rise tc centrifugal f :rce are considered as
reduced to the point S and the. reduced mass is denoted byywj .



Neglecting gravity the inertia force and. spring ten-
sion are in equilibrium, and if CO denotes the angular velocity
for equilibriiun , the inertia force (or centrifugal force) is
C = /^fco (Ij
Let the va.lue of C that v/ill just equilibrate the
spring tension be plotted as ordinate s on the path of S as a
bs-se line. This line is called the equilibrium line for re-
lative rest. It is shown in AB
,
Fig. 2.
From (1) the velocities <yu for thevarious values of
the centrifugo,l force shov/n by AB may be calculated; these
plotted give the equilibrium velocity curve A'B'.
Y/hen the actual motion of the mass is considered
certain resista-nces miust be taken into account. The centri-
fuga,l force must exceed its value for relative rest by the a-
m.ount \7 of this resistance reduced to the point S before out-
ward n oti on can ensue , .and must sink below the value by the
sa-me amOLint before inv/ard motion ca,n take place. Hence the
lines AjB]^ , and AoBg at distances V/ and -W above and b^lov;
it represent the equilibrium lines for motion
.
If the governor mass is shifted fremits inner to its
outer extreme position, v/ith a constant <x> of rotation, the line
of centrifugal force v^ill be a straight line passing through th
origin. This is shown by equation (1). This line is the
asta.t ic line
.
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A motion of the governor* e-lv/ays presupposes a. disturbance
of equilibrium. If therefore the mass begins to move say from
its inner position
,
the curve of centrifugal force deviates
fromi the equilibriujn line andtakes a course as shown by A^D^^
perhaps. The corresponding curve f or CX) is A|D^. For the
position S the force G is d :^vided into two parts by the astatic
line OAjR e.nd the velocity cZ^ is similarly divided by the cor-
responding velocity line A^^| . Thus
C - Cq -f c and ^ ^ <^o ^
Applying (1) to the two sides of the equations,
a,nd
^o~y^f<>^o
Subtracting c ^y^^y^ a)^ UO^ VOUoJJ
Since rx/- is 3,lways small r^^lative to cAJ^^ the last tern may be
neglected: then
O - Z ^ ^ 'C*^
(2)
In Fig, 2 the astatic line OD^T is drawn through D;j_ and
in the velocity diagram the corresponding velocity line I^^T-J^
is drawn. Let the segment c be projected centrally from^
on the line through S
, which is chosen at random.. Then for
the projection G , we have
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.^oo- = —.
] (3)
The part G of the centrifugal force ahove the astatic
line OA-j^R may be called the effective motive fores or effort;
hence v/e have the following: The velocity f lue tuc tions are
proportional to the central pro.jec tions of the effort on anj(
chosen position of the governor mass
.
Equations (2) and (3) conipletely replace equation (1),
and in the foll\7ing investigation we need consider only the ef-
fective effort c and the velocity increinent , not tlie total
force C and velocity This fact renders possible the con-
venient graphical construction sho'vTn in Fig. 3.
i^'ig. 3 corresponds in all respects v/ith Fig. 2 except
that in place of the total quantities C and 66>
,
the deviations
from the mean astatic line OLiPQ, and its image P'Q,' are laid
off as ordinates. Lines OI..PQ, and P'Q,' of the old diagram
become therefore the axes of abscissas. The three equilbrium.
lines AB, A^B]^ and ApB^ take the positions shown. All astatic
lines of course pass through the point 0, and the correspond-
ing lines in the velocity deagram. are parallel to the axis of
abscissas
,
Take some value of in the velocity diagram, saj*^ for
position S, and lay off as D^E in the force diagram-; and
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through E draw a parallel to 0D]_ cutting the astatic line 0A]_
in G. There is thus obtained a governor position on which the
force C is centrally projected froni into a segment whose
length represents to scale the velocity increment corres-
ponding to C, By means of this position UU, v/hich may he
called the velocity axis, the velocity curve may be easily de-
rived from the force curve. The position of the v^elocity
axis depends uniquely upon the scale chosen for the velocity
diagram
.
In Fig. 3 there is still a third diagram shewn, indica-
ted by the curve XY, and this brings into consideration the
dependence of the effort of the motor on the position of the
governor.
It is assum.ed that any position of thi.e governor, as S,
corresponds to a definite effort of the m.otor. This effort
reduced to unit cra,nk ra^diiis is denoted by P and the resistance
correspondingly reduced by Q,, The excess P-Q, accelerates the
m.oving me^sses of the motor, and if 1,. is the m.oment of inertia
of these parts, the acceleration b of the parts for a. given
position 3 of the governor is given by the equation
(4)
Laying off the accelera,tion thus obtained on the governor path
as an axis, the curve XY is obtained; it is called the accelor-
at i on curve
.
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The Centrirur:al Force and Velocity Curves
«
Referring to Fig. 3 , the motive force c for the gover-
nor position S is aivided into two parts e and d by the equili-
briuni line A]_B-j_ . Stodola calls the part c the static and the
part d the dynamic governing force. The part d is the excess
of centrifugal force over that ne<"essary for equilibrium: it
acts therefore to accslerate the governor m.asses. The work
done by the force d up to the position S is expressed by
/ J.c/f and 13 represented by the shaded a.rea F. This \7ork
must appear as kinetic energy of the moving masses of the gov-
ernor. Let denote these rasses reduced tc the center of
inertia of the oscillating mass. Then
(5)
V/e ha.ve further
'whence
or
Substituting in (5)

Equation (6) admits of a simple geometrical interpreta-
tion. If in b'lg. 3 v;e lay of as ordinate v/ith corres-
ponding values of as abscissas, vre get a curve v/hich bounds
an a-rea
h^^ is represents, thosha.ee. are. / in tne acceleration
diagran':. Equation (G^i mo.y therefore be v/ritten
This simple equation is the basis of a method of obtaining the
characteristic force and velocity curves for the governor mo-
tion. It may be called the fundamental equation of the
governor problem.
Let it be assum.ed that the force and velocity curves
ho-vebeen found as far as points and , Fig. 4 and tha^t the
X->roblem. is to obtain the additional points and E^ • To
find Ej, consider the actual continuous change of the centrifu-
gal force represented by the dotted line to be replaced by a
discontinuous change brought about in- the follov/ing manner:
From, the position Z\ let the governor miass be suddenly m.oved
into a new position midv/'ay between D]_ and E^ , the ^'eantim.e
remaining constant, and let the m.ass be held there until by
reason of the resulting acceleration of the motor parts uo is
increased by^£X> ; then the governor is aga-in suddenly moved
(again v/ith CX' constant) to the position So , The force curve

FiG.S
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is thereby replaced by the broken line D^G^H^E^ consisting
of two astatic segments D-|_G-j_ and H^E^ and the vertical seg-
ment G^II. The velocity diagram has the corresponding bro-
ken line D'G'H'E' The ordinate of the curve, v;hich may
«L X,
have the value for t le position
, increases to as
the governor nioves from Si to Sq. it remains constant as the
speed increases by^cx^with the governor fixed, and increases
further to /J^ when position is reached.
If now Sq is taken midway between and Sg
,
the area
for. the broken line D^GiHiEi approximates to the area for the
actual curve D^E^^
, and in consequence is nearly the true
value of the area F for the position Sg . Approximately
therefore the dotted line D|'E|' gives the true course of the
curve. With sufficient exactness v/e nay take the area
under D^'E^' equal to the rectangle, v/hence
?vo^. (6) ^ =/^Af/ / o r O
hence A oo = / — 7^^^^
Accordingly the determination of points E^ and pro-
ceeds as follows:
The astatic line D^G^ is dravm and the area lying under
it is added to the knovm area . Thus Fq is found. The
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area ^ f- between the position S]_ ; nd is easily obtained,
and from (lO^ayc n be calculated. Aoo is laid off in the
velocity diagram on the position, thus giving the point
E^. Again it is laid off in the force dia-gra.r: on tho veloci-
ty axis UU and by centro,l projection from on the position
Sg
,
the point
-^]_ is found. The area under is added
to , giving the a,rea Fg for the position Sg. Successive
repetitions of the process give successive points on the de-
sired curves. The method is very simple and the value
can be taken relatively large
,
especially near the raddle of
the stroke V7here the force and velocitj^ curves are relatively
flat, v/ithout causing an appreciable deviation of the curve
from its true position.
The method fails however \7hen v/e begin at point A-j,
lying on the equilibrium line, because for this case (10)
takes the form ^ cx^ —
O
Hence the point D-]_ must be found in another way.
A point is a,ssum.ed on Sj,
,
fror (11) a value for F'
is calculated and then^loy^'is calculated from the equation
If nc\'!^CC/J^ is la,id off on the velocity axis UU and projected
centrally on the position
, a point D-r is found which willa o
coincide v/ith D2 in case the 3,ssumed position of Dg is the
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correct one. If as in Fig. 4, j_ falls a'oove , it follov/s
that in tho claculation of j!!iau^ too small a value of
taken in (15). The corrsct point D-i of the, force curve there-
fore lies between Dg and Dr^ . It falls always near the middle
point between Dr, and D3 . It falls always near the middle
point between Do and D3 so that this point may be taken as the
true one if .and D3 are not widely separated. Otherv.-ise
,
the process may be repeated, starting v^ith the middle point
D^, and D]_ will be obtained midv;ay 'between and D5
.
A similar though sim.pler procedure gives the point Zi
of the force curve at the end of the stroke of thegovernor.
Suppose that the curve has been obtained by the method just
given as fa,r as the point u^ and the work area of the dy-
namic effort that is bounded by tho curve is thereby ^nown.
The remainder of the forco curve can be dravm inwith a reason-
able degree of t^ccuracy - say it is U]iZg in Fig. 4. The
final position S is determined by the condition that the to-
tal work area of the dyna-mic effort m.ust reduce to zero,
that is
- O
if v.'e take account only of the m.agnitudes of tho corresponding
e^reas
,

Now if is taken srr.all enough wemay consider the
end element Y''Z^' of the F-curve (not shown in the figure)
as a straight line and s.gain use for our fundaniental equt.tion
the form of equation (lo); thus ^ /^^zi c^^- - ^
and AOO;,^
If now we project centrally dravm on the velocity
axis on the position S v/e obtain a point Z\ v/hich in case the
tentative curve v/ere correctly drawn must fall on Zg . In
any case the point Z-j^ gives the extremity of the force curve
quite accurately; for the actual area exceeds the assumed
area by vanishingly small amount. However, a repetition
of the process willcorroct any slight error. It m.ay be noted
that as F must have a, definite value, the correction v/ill
slightly shift the final position S in and out, and will thus
affect /I
,
Since at Z]i the accumulatsd kinetic energy of the gover-
nor masses has been consumed, the governor is ready to m.ake its
return movement. If the resistance io so great that the point
Z-j_ falls between B-j_ and Bo a,s in Fig. 5 , tlie governor m.ust re-
Liain at reat in the position until the centrifugal force
drops to the value at A^Bp . The curve for the return m.cve-
ment then begins at So and it m.ay be constructed by points by
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the T?.ethod just described. First the point is found in
the same way as was used for finding .
It is possible to continue the drawing of the force
curve and its image in the velocity diagram until the oscilla-
tions ofthe governor mass terminate either at the stops or in
a position of rest where the driving effort and the resistance
of th.e [T'Otor are equo.l. The curves thus found inform us as
to the num.ber of oscilla,tions that will result from, a distur-
bance of proper sequence of events, their am.plitude
,
and the re-
sulting fluctuations in the motor speed. There rem.ainc for
consideration the time occupied by these occurences.
Because of the smallness of the intervals into which
i
the path of the governor m.ass was divided, Fig, 4
^
in obtain-
ing the points of the force curve it is permissible to take
the ti:ne in which the macs m.oves over the space as equal to
the tim.e during v;hich the m.ass v/ould have to be held fixed in
the position Sq until under the influence of the m.ean acceler-
tion b, the motor speed would increa.se hy^ou. This time
interval is given by At - ^
and for the spaces ^ and /4 >^
be
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Laying off these tine elements end to end on the axis of ab-
scisss,s and as ordinates the corresponding velocity fluctuations
taken from the velocity curve, we obtain a chronological re-
presentation of the velocity as in Fig. 5
,
which in the follow-
ing we shall call the tim.e diagram of velocity .
The Lasses .
It has been shcvm in the derivation of the fundamental
equatic n of the governor that the moving masses do not all in-
fluence the regulation in the sa.me way, but that we m.ust dis-
tinguish between the mass producing centrifugal force and
the ma::;3yi^ v/hich accumulates kinetic energy. The m.ethod of
reducing the masses to a single point, v/hich is alv/ays taken as
the center of inertia of the principal oscillatory mass, will
depend upon the geometry of the system..
We need only to keep in m.ind thcit in a.ccordance with the
significations attached to the symbolsyi^ ^x\d.yi/t^ in the pre-
ceding investigations,
All cen.trifu^al force producing m;asses are to be replace d
by a '^^ ingle mass^yt^ at the reduced point v/hose centrifugal force
is the re sultant of s.ll the single centrifugal forces and all
moving masses of the governor and of valve gear attached to it
are t_o be rsDlaced by a m.ass aa which v;ith a velocity
possesses the same kinetic enerf;y as all the single masses.
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Inertia Action .
The acceleration or rotardation of the rotating masses
of a governor due to the chanr^e in the angular velocity gives
rise to inertia forces. In the investigation of the governor
problem these forces, generally speaking are to be taken into
consideration if they are able to assist or hinder the governor
motion, that is if they exert a turning moment on the essential
organ of the governor, the ball or the pendulum, -.vith respect
to the axis of rotation.
The significance of the inertia, action as affecting the
regulation v/ill nov/ be shov/n.
In Pig. 6 the governor pendulum is shown (by center line
only) in the position DS. A sm.all m.otion of the governor a-
bout the shaft center 0, brings the peiidulum. to the dotted po-
sition D'S'. The point D moves to D' and the motion of the
pendulum miay be replaced by a translation perpendicular to the
radius v/hereby D is moved to D' ' f ollov^ed by a rotation of
the pendulum about its center of inertia S'
,
where bj/- D moves
along the path D''D' perpendicular to DS, The triangle DD'D''
and ODS are similar, s o that
The angular acceleration b may be replaced by an acceleration
7F
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The first component gives rise to parallel inertia forces in
the mass element of the pendulum v/hose resultant passes through
S and io perpendicula,r to the radius . ^^y^ is the total
m.ass of the pendulum, the magnitude of this resultant is/^^^
and its moment about D isy^y^
The angular acceleration b about S gives rise to an inertia
couple whose moment is
Ilr
where T denotes the m.om.ent of inertia of the pendulun relative
to the center of inertia S. The whole inertia section of the
pendulum consists therefore of a torque about the center of
rotation D of magnitude
Al=(l±y^/^'^)'^ (38)
The m.oment may be replaced by a single force t]->rough
S having a line of action OS and a magnitude given by
According to Stodola G-j^ may be called the inerti-a force and
G-j^c , the inertia m.oment.
In the present case the inertia moment assists the go-
verning motion of the pendulum.. The equilibrium centrifugal
forces as determined by the moment ?f of tlie spring tension

are dravm in Fig. 6 o.nd give the equilibrium line AB. During
the motion the point S of the pendulum is acted upon not only
by the excess d of the centrifugal force over the equilibrium
centrifugal force and by tlie force of friction W, but also by
the inertia force C^; hence the regulation is the same as if
AqBq v/ere the equilibrium, line for centrifugal forces. The
inertia, action therefore is equivalent to an increase in the
stability of the governor. The method of finding the charac-
teristic curves of such a governor has the same features as that
previously described, only the free governing forces and their
energy areas F must be meo^surod from, the- line A^B^.
The Regul^i-tion of the Steojn Engine .
V/ith a governor v/hich regulates the admission of a steam,
engine, the cha.racteristic curves differ somewhat from those of
a governor with uninterrupted action, and the m.ethod of obtain-
ing these curves differs somiewhat from, the method developed in
the first part. In this connection see Fig. 7.
Consider a steam engine at the instant of cut-off, and
suppose it to be unloaded at this instant. Previously a state
of equilibrium, existed, and after the unloading the effort and
resistance v/ill first be equal to each other for the governor
position S^, At the instant of unloading the excess of effort
for position S;j_ gives rise to an acceleration of the m.otor shaft
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and governor nhaft , v/hich up to the nsxt cut- off iG not under
control of t^e governor, and v/hich varies constantly because
of the periodical Vu^riarion of the tangential effort peculiar
to the steam engine. For the sake of simplicity of treatment,
the varying acceleration up to the next cut off iv.a,y be replaced
by a constant mean iicccleration , v/hich v/ill be denoted by bQ.
Under the action of bQ , the governor begins to move towards the
equilibriuiTi position S^^^ as soon o.s the centrifugal force in-
creases by the amount of the resistance V/. The centrifugal
force an- velocity; increase to the next cut off from point 1
to point 2, Fig. 7 .
From theassumption of constant acceleration, theincrease
of velocity is proportional to the tim.e
,
and in the velocity
diagram on a tim.e base, the change of velocity is represented
ny the straight line 1-2.
At point 2 the next period of regulation begins. The
mean value of the acceleration is sm.aller, corresponding to
the nev/ position 2 of the governor. The acceleration diagram,
appears a.s a series of steps as shov/n in the figure; since the
acceleration is assumrod constant between cut off s , the inertia
force n;ay be taken as constant; the centrifugal force and ve-
locity curves appear as broken lines; and the velocity diagram,
on time base is a series of rectilinear segmicnts (1 -2),
(2 - 3), etc., the segments on the time base representing the
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time intervals from cut off to cut off.
The accelsEations that would arise for the different
governor positions, v/ith the governor held fixed are represented
as ordinates of a curve \'/hich is assumed to be the dash line
XY. These correspond to the mean efforts that v^ould be exer-
ted in a state of equilibrium. This line m.ay be found accur-
ately for a.ny given case.
The tim.e from one cut off to the next varies, first be-
cause the speed of the r-otor varies, and secondly because for
the same piston position the valve gegir may have different po-
sitions in successive strokes. It is exact enough, ho\7sver,
to consider this tim.e element t^ constant and calculate it
from the mean motor speed. Thus for single acting engines
'O
and for double acting engines
30
(40)
(40a)
If now the governor curves were ditermined as far as
point 4, the following point 5 in the tim.e diagram may be indi-
cated by calculating the increase of velocity ^ from the e-
quation A CU^. - t
(41)
On the other hand it is not possible to fix im.m.ediately
the point 5 in the other diagrams because it is not kno'.';Ti how
far the governor will have moved in tQ seconds. We may,

iiowGver, choose arbitrarily a v/idtii 45' and "by the usual method
obtain the velocity and force curvos. Then fron^ the tiir.e di-
agram '.ve project the point 5: the projector cuts the assuir^ed or
tentative curve 4-5 in the point 5 and determines thus the
position S of the governor at the beginning of the next period
of regulation. Laying off this position S in theforce and
acceleration diagrams v/e get in the former the point 5 of the
force curve and in the latter the acceleration (-b) for the
next period, v/hich is negative. Proceeding in this vvay fron
the beginning of tho regulation, the characteristic curves for
such a case may be obtained with but little extra labor.
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III.
DETERMINATION OF NECESSiiRY DATA.
The governor chosen for investigation w?.s a Rites iner-
tia governor, used on a, 10" x 10" Ideal engine in the steam
laboratory of the University of Illinois. Guts of the engine
and governor are shovm on pa.ge . The R.P.l:. were given as
300. The slide valve v/as of the flat, balanced type. Plate
I shows the kinematic arrangement of the governor and its con-
nection to the slide valve.
The follov/ing is the data, that had to be obtained in the
laboratory:
(1) The moment of inertia of the rotating parts of the
motor - the fly v/heels, cra.nk discs, shaft, and governor m.ass.
(2) The moment of inertia and center of gravity of the
pendulum and of the ecc ' atrlc-rcd and strap.
(3) The m.ass of the valve and valve-rod.
(4) The friction of the pendulum on its pivot, the fric-
tion in the eccentric strap, and in the slide valve and stuf-
fing box.
(o) The net torque that gets to the crank pin, at con-
sto-nt steam pressure
,
for various positions of the pendulum.

(6) The relation ^::Gtv;een pull and extension of governor
spring.
(7) The dimensions for the kinematic skeleton of the go-
vernor mechanism and valve gear.
To obtain the moment of inertia of the f l\a';heels
,
one of
them v/as removed, suspended, and caused to oscilla.te. The dis-
tance of the center of gre.vity from the point of suspension \7as
noted, also the tii'ie of oscillation. From this data, the moment
of inertia v/as calculated. The mom.ent of inertia of the shaft
and crank-discs .was small and was calcula.ted from measurements
and estimates.. The moment of inertia of the pendulum and of
the com^hined occentric-rod and strap was obtained in the sam.e
way as that of the fly v/heel. Its center of gravity was de-
termined by bala.ncing them, in tv/o different positions on r knife
edge and noting the point of intersection of the lines of con-
tact. The valve and valve rod were taken out and v/-eighed to
de t e rnine the ir c ombine d mas s
.
The net torque exerted by the engine for various gover-
nor positions was obtained as follows: The rubber stop for
the pendulum, was removed and an adjustable stop put in its
pla,ce. The pendulum vras held rigidly against this stop by
tightening the governor spring. A prony brake v/as placed on
the fly v;heel, and indicators were attached to the cylinder.
Steam v/as ad.niitted to the cylinder at full pressure. The
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brake loc.d v/as adjustod until the engine ran at same constant
speed, approximately the rated speed of the engine. Indicator
cards were also taken as a chock on the brake readings. Read-
ings were taken for several different governor positions. The
steam pressure v/as nearly constant while the readings v/ere be-
ing taken.
The relation between pull and extension of the governor
spring was determined by m.eans of a testing machine and exten-
someLer.
The data taken in the laboratory is shown on pp.42, 43.
r
IV.
APPLICATION OF ANALYSIS.
i.^ass Reductions
.
In the Rites inertia governor, Plate I, the ma,sses .reiv-
ing rise to centrifugal force are: the mass of the pendulum,
which may be considered concentrated at its center of gravity,
and that part of the mass of the eccentric rod and stra,p that
may be considered concentrated at the eccentric center.
These tv/o masses may be replaced by one v/hich h3,s the same mass
a.nd center of gravity as their sum. The centrifugal force
required for equilibrium in various governor positions is ob-
tained by making the f orco such that its m.om.ent about the
penduluxi pivot is equal to the mom.ent of the spring tension.
It is obtained graphicallj'' in Plate II.
The energy storing masses are
mass of the pendulum..
I'ip " " " eccentric rod and stra,p.
Li^ " " " Vcilve rod and valve,
o
Let m.^ denote an elem^ent of l:q_ at a distance x from pivot.
" " " " I.lp " " " y " valve-rod
joint (B)

Let iTiv^ denote an eleirent of tlr,
o
mjl " the mass element m-j^ reduced to S
K " " " " " " eccentric center
" reduced mass of pendulum.
I'ig " " " " eccentric rod.
^'3 " " " " valve rod and valve.
Il = moment of inertia of penduluiri relative to S
=
" "
"
" eccentric rod relative to E
& - angle betv/een crank and line of stroke
.
- angular velocity of pendulum relative to fly v;heel.
R - distance from pivot to center of gravity of pendulum
The speed of m^ Iz^^j^
,
and the speed of the reduced masses
at the center pf gravity of pendulum is 7?^^.
or -
y
whence ^
or Ayj _^J—
The speed of the eccentric center relatively to the
wheel ic/^^ and this may be resolved into tv/o components
& l^^c<^0 . ith sufficient accuracy we may re-
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place the motion of the element m^ by an oscillation about the
end (B) v/ith thevelocity y_Lf^2^ (5^ and a velocity at rirht
angles of r.iasnitude ^^^^^^ . Hence the relation
'.^y^n-i^ - lo ^ moment of inertia of the eccentric.
Since 5^ varies from to .? /7 during the revolution, we may-
take moan values of c^'.<$' a,n;i,.e-<-^7(J' as follows:
-
'
,
'll f-h ^/^
The velocity of the valve and rod is approximately /j^,^^<f,
Hence, as "before, taking a m.ean value of a-i^^^^
3
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The total mass reduced to the points the center of gravity of
the pendulum is ~ ^ ^ -
The value of I::* is calculated on page
The reduced masc i.xp which hc.s the velocity
is given by the equation
and nay bo obtained by the graphical construction shovm in
Plate 11.
Effect of Friction Forces
.
Three principal frictional forces of the governor arid
valve gear are the friction in the pendulum pivot , the friction
in the eccentric strap, and the friction in the slide valve and
stuffing box.
The friction in the pendului.i pivot always opposes the
motion of the pendulum rela,tive to the fly v/heel, hence has
3. greater influence on the notion of the pendulum than any o-
ther frictional force. Its moment is determined as follov/s.
Neglecting the friction of the eccentric stra,p and the accelera-
tion of the governor-mass, the pendulum is in equilibrium in
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any position under tlieinfluence of the spring tension, the con-
tripetal force revsrsod and tho pin pressure. The first two
can "be calculated, and the pin pressure found from the force
triangle. From the pivot pressure, the diameter of the pivot,
o,nd an assumed coefficient of friction, the inoment of friction
can be fomid.
The friction of the slide valve alternately -assists and
opposes tVie action of the spring pull on the pendulum. On
this account, and as its inagnitude is considerably less than
that of the pivot friction, it has been neglected in this pro-
blem. Its effect would probably be to increase slightly the
speed, _-:iplitude
,
and number of the pendulum oscillations.
The friction of the eccentric strap always opposes
the spring tension. Its effect is simply to lessen the cen-
trifugal force required to equilibrate the spring tension.
The pressure in the strap is made up of three components that
due to the pull on the valve rod, that due to its own -weight,
and the centrifugal force of that part of the mass of the strap
and rod considered concentrated at the eccentric center.
As this last force is the greatest, and is constantly changing
its direction the effect of the other two forces may be neglec-
ted. The method of calculating the moment of friction is the
sam.e as for the pivot.

37.
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V.
calcul;iTion3.
Moment of Inortia
.
The moment of inertia of the different parts were calcu-
lated from the formulae, t = /7/-, l'=h-f--, 1= mk^
,
/ £ h
in v'hich t is the observed time of oscillation, 1' is the length
of the simple equivalent pendulum, g the acceleration of gravi-
ty, h the distance from, center of suspension to center of gra.vi-
ty, k the radius of gyration, m the mass, and I the moment of
inertia. The data and calculations are shovm on page 42.
i.iotor Acceleration
.
The motor acceleration corresponding to various positions
of the pendulum was obtained fro:r. the formula, P = 1*^, In
which P is the net torque, obtained from the brake pull, I the
moment of inertia of the rotating parts, and c< the resulting
otor acceleration.
Angu.lar Velocity .
The centrifugal fore 3 for equilibrium is found graphi-

cally In Plate II. The corresponding angular velocity is cal-
culated fron the formula, CC = in v/hich(X>is the angular
velocity, G the centrifugal force for equilihrinoni , 1,1 the mass
giving rise to centrifuga,l force
,
and the distance fron the
center of gravity of the centrifugal force producing mass to
the shaft center.
Reduced Inertia Forces .
It has been shov/n that the reduced inertia force is
in '.'.•hich is the inertia force reduced to the center of gra-
vity of the centrifugal force producing ma.ss
,
I the mor.ent of
inortia of this mass about its center of gravity, M its mass,
the distance from' its center of gre^vity to the shaft center
p the perpendicualr distance from the pendulum pivot to a line
through the center of gra-vity of the centrifugal force produ-
cing ;.a33 perpendicula,r to , c the moment arm of the centri-
fugal force about the pendulum pivot , and b the difference be-
t^veen the positive acceleration of the motor and the negative
acceleration of the load. The data and calculations are
shO'.Yn on page 46.
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Raducod r,.ass Producin/^ Cantrifu.f~:al Force .
As has "been stat3d, the masses producing centrifugal
force Lire, the pendulum, and that part of tne eccentric strap
and rod that iriay he considered concentrated at the eccentric
center. The mass of the pendulum was found to he 4.08. The
mass of the part of the eccentric strap and rod vras found to
03 .77. The total centrifugal force producing mass is 4.85.
The moment of inertia of the centrifugal force producing
mass v/as determined as follows: The distance from the center
of gravity of the pendulum to the center of gravity of the cen-
trifugal force producing ;Tiass was found to he .041 ft. The
dista.nce from the center of gravity of the centrifugal force
producing mass to the eccentric center was found to be .165 ft.
Therefore the moment of inertia of the two masses about the
center of gravity of the centrifugal force producing mass is
4.06 +- 4. OS x.041'^ t .77 x .166^ = 4.10
Reduced Energy - storing; Mass
.
I, = I + lljX
l^ = 4.06
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40S
.9.9.9
4.06-H4.08 X .229'^ = 4.266
.354'
2.63'
2
2"2
1 .10
1.07
2.29'
1.10 1.07 X 2.29-"^ = 6.75
1.02
4.266 . r.
.229-
^354^/ii25 J. 1.07 -f 1.02 7= 84.5
.229-/2.332 J
cos^cx"*
^'^^'^^^ ootainsd graphically (Plate II)
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Calculation of l.lass and Moment of Inertia.
Part Vi'eight Time Number h 1' I'h
of
oscil-
Ibs sac l?^tion3 ft ft
h- It- Ill
Ply
wheel 1232 300 284 2.04 3.67 7.5 4.15 3.35 38.4 128.
Pend-
ulum 13 6.5 240 281 1.87 2.3 9 4.48 3.52 .96 4.24 4.06
Con-
nect-
ing
rod 34.5 180 250 .91 1.70 1.87 .84 1.03 1 .07 1 .10
Valve
and
rod 33 - - - - « 1.03 mm
Shaft MM .14::-
Crank mm mm MB 2 .665;-
Glanp 5 60 150 .167 .525 .0875 .028 .06 .156 ,0095
Pend-
ulum 131.5 - - - , 4.03 4.05
2nd
fly
v/he e 1 128.
Rota-
ting
parts
calculated froa measurements.
# includes clamp.
- - 263 .
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Calculation of Torque from Cards.
Posi- M. E. P. V/ork por Rev. Torque Distance
bet\7een
tion Head Crank Head Crank lugs
1
32.5 30.9 2550 2320 646 5 9/32"
3 43.2 41 .1 3390 3080 355 4 21/32"
4 49.4 45 .4 3S70 3410 968 3 7/8"
5 5 9.7 54 . 4680 4050 1160 3 7/16"
6 68.8 61 .3 53 90 45 90 1328 3"
7 78.0 69.8 6120 5240 1512 2 29/64"
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Calculation of r..otor iiccelsration
for various Governor Positions from Brake Pull.
Posi-
tion
5
6
7
Distance
between
lugs
inches
25
^ 32
Q
8
16
29
Total
Pull
lbs.
160
2C8
245
273
303
340
371
Net
Pull
lbs.
50
108
145
173
203
240
271
Net
Torque
Ib.ft.
315
568
762
910
1065
1260
1420
L-otor
Accsler
tion
rati/sec
1.20
2.16
2.89
.46
4.05
4.78
5 .40
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Calculation of Angular Velocity.
G
pounds
940
97 6
1025
1072
1112
1165
1212
1252
15 04
feet
.222
.228
.234
.241
.246
.253
.259
.265
.271
rad ./sec
.
29.6
29.9
30.1
3 0.4
30.7
30.9
31 .1
31.3
31 .5
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Calculation of Reduced Inortia Forces •
1.1. jj c
'
(I - M T))^
1^
3 .05 .160 .222 .174 .167 71.70
2.21 .149 .228 .165 .173 50.80
1.50 .141 .234 .160 .184 32.10
.73 .131 .240 .152 .191 15.10
.30 .122 .246 .146 .197 6.04
- .46 .112 .253 .137 .203 - 9.00
-2.05 .101 .260 .126 .209 -39.00
-2.50 .093 .265 .119 .212 -47 .00
-2.50 .033 .271 .110 .215 -46.50
-2.50 .073 ,278 .105 .217 -45.00
j
1
M - 4.85

47.
MOTOR ACCEURATHM
RADIAN'S FCR S£C
REDUCED MASS
CEA/rRiFUML rORCE
POUNDS
EEFECr/VE
QOVERNINC, FORCES
POUNDS
A'A\ f^CAJV AS TAriC LINC
^^^^C C'C'c'lCtNTRiFUQAL rORCC
I
IN£R riA
FORCES
ti Cf/^TRIfOOt MINUS SPiriNQ
s-/- r~d
ANCULAR VELOCITY
RADIANS PER SEC.
D/Sr/1A/C£ or CENTER OF GRAVITY OF PENDULUM FROM ^HATT CENTER
PL/ME Noin
MVERNOK ANALYSIS
KOOBiS 50LUTI0N
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In Plate Ho, III, the centrifugal force and velocity
curves are determined from thedata obtained . XY shov/s the
motor acceleration that corresponds to any governor position,
as determined on page 4-4. MN shov/s the reduced energy stor-
ing mass for o,ny governor position, as determined in Plate II,
OP shows the centrifugal force necessary to equilibrate the
spring tension, as deteri^.ined in Plate lY. RS is iiie mean
astatic line. BB represents the spring tension line laid of
from, the mean astatic j.ine AA. Lines DD' are laid off from
BB at a distance V/
,
equal to the reduced friction force, as
determ.ined in Plate II. Lines EE* are laid off from. DD' at
a distance I equal to the reduced inertia force as detern^ined
on page 46. TT* shov/s the angular velocity corresponding to
BB as determined on page 45. BC'C'C shov;s the path of the
centrifugal force curve. GKKL is the corresponding angular
velocity curve.
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VI
CONCLUSIONS.
According to the analysis \7h3n the lOa i on the engine is
suddenly changed from 80 H.P. to 35 H.P.
,
the pendulum v/ill
make only two oscillations.
The first oscillation occupies .52 seconds. Its am-
plitude is 7° 30'. During this time there are five cut-offs.
The angular velocity increases form 29.6 to 30.6 radia.ns per
second, (234 - 292 R.P.Li.).
After thefirst oscillation, the pendulurr; remains at rest
7.9 seconds. During this tir.o there are 77 cut-offs. The
angular velocity decreases from 30.6 to 30.4 radians psr se-
conds, (292 - 290 R.P.ii.
)
The second oscillation occupies .50 seconds. Its ar—
plitude is 30'. During this ti.ne there are 5 cut-offs. The
angular volocity decreases fro::i 30.4 to 30.2 radians per se-
cond, (290 - 238 R.P.ivi.). The governor comes to rest in a
position at which the motor effort is equal to the load.
Wlien the load on the engine is increased from zero to
full load (40) H.P. the speed changes from 298 to 292 R.P.H.
This gives a regulation of 2 %,
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The analysis shov/s tliat by tightening the governor
spring or adjusting the governor mass, the governor could
be made to regulate much more closely v.dthout seriously im-
pairing its stability.
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